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ABSTRACT 

 Nonresponse in modern studies is a common problem to deal with.  Also as 

studies tend to become larger and larger in scope, missing data analysis techniques 

need to be able to manage the large scope of data that will be demanded of them.  The 

present study focuses on a technique meant to aid in data reduction for large datasets, 

while maintaining as much theoretically useful variance as possible.  The method 

involves using a principled approach to Principal Component Analysis, applying it to 

scales of variables which are theoretically meant to correlate together.  These Principal 

Components were used as the predictors in the imputation to create an efficient and 

effective imputation model.  Results indicate strong support for the method, 

introducing minimal bias, and less bias than the inclusive imputation.  

Recommendations for further improvements to the method, as well as limitations are 

also discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Missing Data Analysis 

 In modern day research in social and behavioral sciences, it is common to deal 

with some amount of missing data.  There are many different reasons that data can go 

missing.  For example, participants may feel uncomfortable answering certain 

questions about more sensitive topics and information.  Alternatively, a survey may be 

too long and a participant might not finish it due to fatigue.  It could even be due to 

something as unpredictable as a software malfunction.  Regardless of the reason data 

may go missing, traditional analyses require complete data and will not function with 

missing information.  It is for this purpose that missing data analysis has been 

developed:  to augment data in such a way that it is able to function in traditional 

analyses. 

 In lieu of an exhaustive discussion of each technique that has been employed 

over the history of missing data analysis, a brief overview will be given.  The literature 

around this history is very well established and readers are encouraged to seek out 

Lang & Little (2018) for a thorough description of each technique and their 

weaknesses, or Enders (2010), which dedicates an entire chapter to each of the 

historical techniques. 

 Deletion based techniques are used to simply remove cases as if they never 

happened in order to allow the data to fit traditional analyses.  These techniques lead 

to bias in parameter estimates (Little and Rubin, 2014) and large losses in power 

(Enders, 2010).  As Lang and Little (2018) discuss, these techniques are some of the 
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most common used to date, despite their clear and known drawbacks.  Single 

imputation techniques impute single, deterministic values for the missing values in the 

dataset.  These help to maintain the power of the study, unlike deletion based 

techniques, but still come with drawbacks of biases in both point estimates and/or 

standard errors (depending on the technique).  A special note of a deterministic single 

imputation technique is Last observation carried forward.  This technique adds an 

extra danger of compromising the entire inference of a study and can undercut the 

conclusions of the researcher (Little and Yau, 1996).  This brings us to the modern, 

principled techniques:  MI and FIML.  These techniques maintain the power of the 

study as well as providing optimal results in the majority of missing data problems 

(Lang & Little 2018). 

1.1.1 Mechanisms 

 Rubin (1976) described the mechanics by which data go missing are usually 

grouped into three primary categories.  Missing Completely at Random [MCAR] is the 

first, and often thought as most ideal case.  In this case, the reason that data go missing 

is completely random.  In other words, there is no correlation between the missing data 

pattern and any measured or non-measured variables.  This is considered the ideal case 

because this form of missingness creates no bias in estimates.  It is also, however, very 

hard to prove that MCAR is the correct mechanism.  One of the primary ways 

experimenters can utilize this, however, is in planned missing designs.  

Mathematically this can be expressed as 

𝑃(𝐑|𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠, 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠, 𝛷) = 𝑃(𝐑|Φ) 
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meaning the probability of a missing value (R), given all observed Y variables (𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠), 

all unobserved Y variables (𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠), and the relationship between R and the data (Φ), is 

equivalent to the probability of a missing value given just Φ  (Enders, 2010).  The 

parameter Φ simply refers to the relationship between R and the data, whatever that 

may be.  In other words, this formula displays that regardless of any observed or 

unobserved variables in the data, the probability of missing is the same. 

 The second category is Missing at Random [MAR].  The MAR mechanism 

exists when the missingness is a predictable process.  In other words, the missing data 

pattern is correlated with a variable which is observed in the data.  This can be 

considered the ideal, and more realistic situation for an experimenter.  The larger 

proportion of missingness which is predicted by other variables in the data, the more 

recoverable the lost information.  In most missing data analysis, one of the primary 

goals is to use available data and auxiliary variables to explain as much missingness as 

possible, thus making it a MAR mechanism.  Mathematically this can be expressed as 

𝑃(𝐑|𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠, 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠, 𝛷) = 𝑃(𝐑|𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠, Φ) 

meaning the probability of a missing value, given all observed and unobserved 

variables and the relationship between R and the data, is equivalent to the probability 

of a missing value, given the observed variables and Φ.  In other words, this formula 

shows that there is no effect of unobserved variables on R.  Only the observed 

variables and Φ affect it, meaning it is a predictable process by the given data. 

 The final mechanism is Missing Not at Random [MNAR].  The MNAR 

mechanism exists when the missingness cannot be predicted.  In other words, the 
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missing data pattern is uncorrelated with any variables in the observed data.  It may, 

instead, be correlated with an unobserved variable or itself. This is the worst case 

scenario, as it means that the data are biased and the proper estimates cannot be 

recovered.  Mathematically this is expressed as  

𝑃(𝐑|𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠, 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠, 𝛷) = 𝑃(𝐑|𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠, 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠, Φ) 

which is a redundant statement.  This interprets as the probability of a missing value, 

given all observed and unobserved variables and Φ, is equivalent to the probability of 

a missing value, given all observed and unobserved variables and Φ.  Put more simply, 

R is influenced by both observed and unobserved factors. 

1.1.2 Multiple Imputation 

 In the past, much of missing data handling involved simply deleting the cases 

where missingness occurred through listwise and pairwise deletion methods. These 

methods, however can heavily bias the results of analyses using them.  Since those 

days, however, an abundance of research has been put into properly dealing with 

missing data.  Expectation Maximization (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) 

established a more powerful idea involving iteration into the data processing step. In 

the current era, the strongest tools available are Full Information Maximum Likelihood 

[FIML] (Anderson, 1957), and Multiple Imputation [MI] (Rubin, 1978, 1987).  The 

power of these methods largely lies in their ability to both model the distributions of 

the observed data (as other methods do) as well as the underlying distribution of the 

missing data, itself. 
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 While these two methods have great utility, they are not without their faults.  

As these two methods model the nonresponse patterns, any misspecifications of the 

model can hurt them greatly.  While creating a serviceable model for FIML tends to be 

fairly straight forward, its pitfalls are in its lack of flexibility.  It performs poorly if 

raw data needs to be collapsed into scale scores before analysis (Enders, 2010).  It also 

is limited by the Maximum Likelihood estimation method, itself, and as such cannot 

work for any models that ML does not, such as OLS regression or decision trees.  

Furthermore, if the analyst wants a complete dataset to work with, FIML will not 

provide that.  While MI is more flexible in its ability to work with data and model 

types, it has a less easy time ensuring a properly specified model.  However, it is easier 

to conduct sensitivity analyses on MI datasets than FIML, which is important when the 

MAR assumption is not necessarily met (Carpenter & Kenward, 2012).  Thus, MI is 

selected as the missing data for the present study. 

 MI is a process which takes place in three primary phases: Imputation, 

Analysis, and Pooling.  In the imputation phase, the goal is to produce probable 

substitutions for each missing value using regression-based estimates.  Doing this only 

a single time can cause problems due to lack of variability in the estimates (Graham 

2007), so multiple draws of the dataset are taken.  There are a number of different 

recommendations in the literature for the number of datasets to draw, but Graham et. 

al (2007) recommend somewhere between 20-40 datasets.  There are two primary 

ways of performing this imputation:  Joint Modeling and Fully Conditional 

Specification [FCS].  FCS is semi-parametric and flexible, as it specifies the 
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multivariate regression model as a series of univariate conditional models (Van 

Buuren, 2006).  This series of conditional models can be expressed as: 

𝑋 ~ 𝑃(𝑋|𝑌, 𝑍, 𝜃𝑋) 

𝑌 ~ 𝑃(𝑋|𝑋, 𝑍, 𝜃𝑌) 

𝑍 ~ 𝑃(𝑋|𝑋, 𝑌, 𝜃𝑍) 

Each of these predictions is repeated over a series of iterations, using the most up-to-

date parameter estimates at each point in the given chain.  So, for this series of models, 

the joint distribution of the variables is implied by each posterior predictive 

distribution. 

 The second step is the analysis step.  After m datasets have been imputed, the 

data need to be analyzed on each dataset individually.  As each dataset was produced 

with a different seed, each model will have marginally different parameter estimates, 

which leads into the third step. 

 The final step is the pooling step.  This step is about taking the set of estimates 

provided from the second step and pooling them into a distribution of estimates.  This 

is done by a set of formulae known as Rubin’s Rules (Rubin 1987).  The mean point 

estimate is calculated as 

θ ̅ = 
1

𝑚
∑𝜃 

𝑚

𝑡=1
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which is simply the average estimate across all of the datasets.  Around these estimates 

in each dataset, there are standard errors.  The average standard error of a parameter is 

calculated as 

𝑉𝑊 = 
1

𝑚
∑𝑆𝐸2
𝑚

𝑡=1

 

The average standard is also known as the within-imputation variability.  There is also 

between imputation variability, or the variance around the point estimate due to the 

different datasets, instead of regular sampling variability. This is calculated by the 

formula 

𝑉𝐵 =
 ∑ (𝜃 − 𝜃 ̅)2𝑚

𝑡=1

𝑀 − 1
 

To find the total variability of the parameter, then, is calculated as  

𝑉𝑇 = 𝑉𝑊 + 𝑉𝐵 + 
𝑉𝐵
𝑀

 

From these partitions of variance, there are a number of different metrics that can be 

calculated to help examine the effectiveness of the imputation process. Van Buuren 

(2018), lays out the fraction of missing information (FMI) as 

𝐹𝑀𝐼 =
𝑉𝐵 + 

𝑉𝐵
𝑀

𝑉𝑇
 

This formula will calculate the proportion of the total variance that is contained in the 

between imputation variance.  Graham (2012) notes that FMI should be examined for 

its magnitude, but not necessarily trusted as a true measure, but rather an estimate.   
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Along similar lines, the Relative Increase in Variance (RIV) measures the 

increase in variance due to the between imputation variance.  It is calculated as  

𝑅𝐼𝑉 =
𝑉𝐵 + 

𝑉𝐵
𝑀

𝑉𝑊
 

Finally, there is relative efficiency, which Yuan (2000) describes as a measure of how 

efficient the given imputations are by comparison to the perfectly efficient, infinitely 

many imputations.  It is calculated as a function of the FMI, 

𝑅𝐸 =
1

1 + 
𝐹𝑀𝐼
𝑀

 

 An important consideration in Multiple Imputation is the imputation model 

itself, and its complexity.  As Graham (2012) states, the imputation model must be at 

least as complex as the analysis model.  In other words, any term or parameter that is 

going to be examined in the analysis model should also be included in the imputation 

model.  Any variable not included in the imputations model is assumed to have a 0 

correlation with the variables in the imputation model.  So, any interaction terms 

planned or polynomial effects being examined must be included in the imputation 

model, or their effects are at risk of being suppressed. 

1.2 Principal Component Analysis 

 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method of data reduction using the 

linear transformation of a large set of variables into a new, more parsimonious set of 

variables, called principal components.   These components are uncorrelated with each 

other and contain most of the original information (Dunteman, 1989).  Each 
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component successively has maximum remaining variance for the data, subject to 

being uncorrelated with previous components (Joliffe, 2002).  So, given k variables, 

PCA will produce k component scores.  The first will contain the largest concentration 

of variance shared between the k items, the second will contain the next largest 

amount of variance, up through the kth component.  Cumulatively, the components 

will explain 100% of the variance of the constituent variables. 

 Mathematically, PCA is accomplished through the decomposition of the 

variance covariance matrix by solving its characteristic equation (Joliffe, 2002).  The 

most typical algorithm for this is Eigendecomposition.  Eigendecomposition produces 

a set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors that each satisfy the following equation: 

𝐴𝑣 = 𝑣𝑑 

where A is a  [p x p] square matrix (i.e. a variance covariance matrix),  v is a single 

eigenvector solution, and d is its corresponding eigenvalue solution.  As there are p 

different solutions to this equation it can be written as: 

𝐴𝑈 = 𝑈𝐷𝐿 

𝐴 = 𝑈𝐷𝐿𝑈′ 

U now represents the [p x p] matrix of each eigenvector solution and Dl is the [p x p] 

diagonal matrix of corresponding eigenvalue solutions. So, we can rewrite this 

produce the characteristic equation (Jackson, 1991),  

|𝐴 − 𝐼𝐷𝐿| = 0 
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allowing us to solve for the eigenvalues.  From here, the eigenvectors can be 

calculated (Jackson, 1991), by plugging back into the equation 

|𝐴 − 𝐷𝐿I|U = 0 

And then normalized by the equation: 

1

√U′U
𝑈 

Given that there are no linear dependencies in the covariance matrix, then all 

eigenvalues will be positive. 

 The eigenvalues produced by decomposition show the proportion of variance 

explained by its linked eigenvector.  The eigenvectors, thusly, serve as the data which 

are used as the principal components, themselves. 

1.3 Principal Component Analysis in Multiple Imputation 

 The process described above in the PCA section is very similar to how factor 

analysis is conducted.  The differences primarily lie in that factor analysis is used to 

test a theoretical model of latent variables causing observed variables.  PCA, as 

described above, is used to reduce data down to its constituent partitions of variance.  

But, as Comrey (1988) discusses, the two tend to yield similar substantive conclusions. 

Looking at the equations form the missing data section, problems can arise as 

the number of variables grows larger. 

𝑋 ~ 𝑃(𝑋|𝑌, 𝑍, … , 𝑋𝑛 , 𝜃𝑋) 

  … 
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𝑋𝑛 ~ 𝑃(𝑋𝑛|𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, … , 𝑋𝑛−1 , 𝜃𝑋) 

As the number of the number of variables increases, so too does the number of 

potential predictors in the model, as well as the number of conditional models to run.  

This can be a problem in terms of both time and variables exceeding the number of 

observations available.  Even further issues concerning capturing non-linear and 

polynomial effects can also come into play, as noted by Lang & Little (2018). 

As multiple imputation can tend to have difficulty in situations where the 

number of variables grows too larger.  There have been a number of attempts at 

methods of data reduction to help alleviate these issues.  For example, there have been 

a number of studies, such as (Plumpton, et.al, 2016) attempting to use scale scores 

instead of items in imputation.  This method appear to work better than deletion based 

methods, but still appears to introduces bias in model parameters.  The work around 

this type of method is limited both in the number of studies and the scope of them, 

tending to focus on relatively small, simple analysis models.  Being a technique for 

helping massively multivariate imputation problems, more work needs to be done 

examining its impact on larger multivariate analysis problems. 

There has also been some work with principal component analysis across a full 

dataset to attempt to find the majority of the variance in the data and use that as 

predictor variables.  Howard , et al (2015) is the seminal work on this method.  In this 

method, a preliminary, single imputation is used to complete the data (including any 

interaction or polynomial terms) with a set of plausible values, which are then put 

through PCA altogether.  This results in a set of principal components the size of your 

data, a subset of which will contain the majority of the information from the original 
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data, which can be used as the sole predictors in an imputation model or auxiliary 

variables in a FIML model.  While, again, this method has shown a large amount of 

promise, a lot more work is required to establish its strengths, weaknesses, and 

abilities.  In practice, there is no answer to the question of “How much variance 

explained by the components is enough?” Each individual component contains a 

nebulous “amount of variance”, which is difficult to trace towards any given item or 

set of items.  This makes the decision of which components to use as useful predictors 

an ongoing point of discussion with no clear answer. 

The purpose of the present work is to establish a framework which marriages 

these two previous methods while answering some of their questions and weaknesses.  

The Scale-wise PCA method is built around the idea using PCA to reduce data size 

similar to the Howard et. al. (2015) method, but rather than on the full data, it is done 

on a scale by scale basis.  In this way, a set of principal components is produced for 

each scale individually within the data.  So, the set of auxiliary variables used as 

predictors will be the size of the number of scales in the data (or number of factors 

desired). 

As was established earlier by Comrey (2015), PCA and factor analysis will 

produce similar substantive conclusions.  This means that a one factor solution for 

factor analysis, and the first principal component for a scale will be substantively 

similar.  Same goes for a two factor solution and the first two principal components, 

and so on and so forth.  In other words, by extracting the variance on a scale by scale 

basis, the principal components to be used as auxiliary variables are substantively 

similar to factor scores in a factor analysis. 
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There are three primary benefits to this approach.  First, it produces a 

manageable set of component scores, each of which contain the communal variance 

between a set of items which were designed to have that communal variance.  There is 

no insecurity around the number of components to keep, because the number is equal 

to the number of factors in the analysis model.  Second, the principal components 

improve on scale score methods as the component variables contain only communal 

variance, so individual item error is taken out of the prediction model.  Finally, it 

follows the rule that the imputation model should be at least as complex as the analysis 

model for a latent variable model.  To illustrate this, consider the model in Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1. An example CFA with two latent factors indicated by three items 

apiece.   

In this model, the items are predicted by their constituent latent variable and 

their individual residual variance terms.  It is implied that the residual covariances 

between the items are all 0.  In other words, the relationships between items in the data 

are assumed to be reproduced through the latent variables and their relationships.  So, 
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an imputation model where items are predicted by only the components acting as 

latent factors is exactly as complex as a factor analysis model.  

To this end, the Multiple Imputation by Scale-wise Principal Component 

analysis method will be executed as follows: 

1) Identify variables belonging to the same pre-ordained scale 

2) Perform a single, within scale imputation. 

3) Perform Principal Component analysis on each scale individually. Save the 

first n principal component as determined by the pre-ordained scales. 

4) Append the saved PC’s to the end of the dataset. 

5) Perform multiple imputation using all of the PC’s as predictors. 

Given that the data were gathered based on theory, any scales or sets of variables 

meant to correlate together can be used to identify the grouping in step 1.  Any 

variables not a part of scales (e.g. demographics) exist in the missing data system as 

usual. The initial imputation serves two purposes.  First and foremost, it provides 

complete data with which to perform a PCA.  While single stochastic imputations 

aren’t optimal for inferential analyses, Lang & Little (2018) note that the point 

estimates they produce are unbiased, but the standard errors are.  Given an unbiased 

point estimate, the PCA that follows should not be biased.  The second purpose is to 

optimize the within-scale covariance.  After this step, PCA is performed on each scale 

to extract the components desired.  Again, given that data are collected based on 

theory, this number of PC’s would be decided before the process has begun.  After the 

PC’s are produced, a multiple imputation is performed with all of the PC’s used as 

predictors.  This step serves a multitude of purposes.  First is, of course, to multiply 
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impute, as opposed to single impute, to generate both optimal point values, as well as 

standard errors.  Second is to recover the between scale covariance efficiently.  As 

with the example model in Figure 1, the relationships between items are reproduced 

through the latent variables.  So, having all PC’s as the predictors serves to reproduce 

these relationships between scales.  From here any and all analyses would be 

performed on the resulting set of multiply imputed datasets. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODS 

 The present work assessed the feasibility and performance of the Scale-wise 

PCA method using Montecarlo Simulation.  The simulation focused on both proving 

that the method functions properly and assessing its performance in comparison to an 

inclusive MI approach in terms of its ability to recover true parameter estimates in 

both a timely and effective manner. 

2.1 Simulation Parameters 

 In order to assess the base capabilities of Scale-wise PCA, a simple set of 

condition were used as anchors for testing.  As this technique is specifically designed 

to aid in missing data recovery for large datasets, sample size and number of variables 

were held constant at 1000 and 300 respectively.  The number of items per scale was 

fixed at 10, yielding 30 scales.  These values were chosen to represent a point where 

the data are large enough that inclusive begins to become unwieldly and slow.  The 

number of imputed datasets were set to 20 for all methods, as recommended by 

Graham (2012).  Most importantly, the percent missing (PM) was varied between [.1, 

.3,].  These numbers represented a small missing data problem and a moderate missing 

data problem. These PM values were used both in MCAR and MAR situations.  Thus 

the study contained 12 conditions, each of which was replicated 100 times. 

2.2 Data Generation 

 Data were generated over two primary steps inside of the simsem package in 

R.  Simsem was selected as it is very powerful for generating the massively 

multivariate data required for the present study.  Data were generated around a large 
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CFA model.  First, the lambda (Λ) matrix was fixed such that all items which 

belonged to a single scale loaded onto that latent variable at .6, and did not load onto 

any other scale, as cross-loadings are not a concern of the present study.  Next, a Psi 

(Ψ) matrix was created to express the variances and covariances of the latent variables 

in the population model.  The diagonal of the Ψ matrix was set to 1, so all latent 

variances were 1.  The off-diagonals of the Ψ matrix were fixed to .3 to produce 

loosely associated latent variables.  The residual variance covariance matrix of the 

items (θ) was fixed to 0 between all items, with the diagonal fixed to 1.  This indicates 

that there are no intended residual correlations between the items.  Finally, the total 

variance of all of the indicators was fixed to 1.  With these four pieces of information 

the sample data were able to be generated.  Additionally, with the sample data, factor 

scores are provided in addition to the variables. 

 After sample data were generated, missingness was imposed based upon the 

current condition.  In the MCAR conditions, missingness was generated on the sample 

variables randomly at the percentage of the current condition (10%, 30%).  In the 

MAR condition, missingness in the sample variables was generated at the percentage 

of the current condition and applied based upon the factor scores supplied by simsem. 

 After missingness was applied and successively imputed by the various 

methods, they were fit to a series of models.  While a 30 latent variable model is 

feasible, such a model would likely create undue time issues and possible convergence 

issues, especially across imputed datasets that are not the focus of the current study.  

Instead, a series of six separate CFA models were fit with latent variables apiece.  This 
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analysis model can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3.  One drawback to this method is that the entire set of latent correlations is not 

available for every single model. 

 

Figure 2. The measurement model for each of the individual latent variables.  A single latent variable indicated by 10 variables. 
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Figure 3.  The analysis model used within the simulation.  Ellipsis (…)  used to denote the eight indicators omitted from the model for 

the sake of brevity
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2.3 Outcomes 

Parameter Bias  

 One of the most common forms of assessing the effectiveness of any 

simulation is the difference, or bias, in the parameter estimates produced by simulation 

versus those in the population model.  Relative Bias is calculated as 

𝑅𝐵 = (
𝜃 −  𝜃

𝜃
) 

Simply, this yields the percentage greater than or less than the estimates of the 

population model are than those of the various imputations.  According to Muthén, 

Kaplan, and Hollis (1987), a Percent Relative Bias > .10 was considered a problematic 

amount of bias.  Variation due to the simulation itself was calculated by the Monte 

Carlo Standard Deviation. 

𝑆𝐷𝑀𝐶 = √𝑅−1∑(𝜃𝑟 − 𝜃)2
𝑅

𝑟=1

 

Where R is the number of Monte Carlo replications, and 𝜃𝑟 is the parameter estimate 

of the rth replication. 

 Percent Relative Bias was calculated for all lambda, psi, and theta estimates 

and standard error parameters in each model.  This yielded a total of 300 lambda 

estimates, 300 lambda standard errors, 60 psi estimates, 60 psi standard errors, 300 

residual estimates, and 300 residual standard errors, for a total of 1320 parameters to 
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be pulled from each dataset, combining for 3960 parameters between the complete 

data, inclusive imputation, and SPCA imputation per replication.  As opposed to 

examining each individual relative bias of each individual parameter, a distribution of 

relative biases across the categories of parameters was examined.  So, the relative 

biases of lambda coefficients, lambda standard errors, psi coefficients, psi standard 

errors, residual variance coefficients, and residual variance standard errors were 

assessed.  Any mean values > .1 were considered problematic.  If the 95% confidence 

interval around this mean was also completely outside of .1, it was considered very 

problematic.   

 Relative Efficiency 

 As stated before Relative Efficiency is a measure of how efficient the given 

imputations are by comparison to the perfectly efficient, infinitely many imputations 

(Yuan, 2000). 

𝑅𝐸 =
1

1 + 
𝐹𝑀𝐼
𝑀

 

The closer this value is to 1, the better.  Again this is a parameter calculated on a 

parameter by parameter basis, so the distribution of relative efficiencies across the 

lambda, psi, and residual parameters were assessed. 

 Time 

 As a final measure, quite simply, time will be assessed.  In the world of large 

imputations, computer time can reach extremely high levels, on the order of days to 

weeks.  As such, it’s important to ensure that this method can complete in a 
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 comparable or even faster fashion.  This will be measured by saving the time as each 

imputation method starts and subtracting it from when the imputation finishes.  

𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 = 𝑻𝑭𝒊𝒏 − 𝑻𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒕 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

For the MCAR case at 10% missing, the time, in seconds, to complete was far lower 

for the SPCA method (mean = 70.00, sd = 4.88) than for the inclusive method (mean = 

8057.23, sd = 44.56). Results for bias estimates and relative efficiency can be seen in 

Table 1, and visualized in Figures 4 and 5. 

 In the MCAR, 30% missing condition, differences began to emerge.  The time, 

in seconds, to complete continued to be far lower for the SPCA method (mean = 

80.91, sd = .90) than for the inclusive method (mean = 11986.61, sd = 1171.48). 

Results for bias estimates and relative efficiency can be seen in Table 1. 

Relative bias in parameter point estimates can be seen in Figure 4.  The bias in 

point estimates of the lambda parameters in both the inclusive imputation method 

(lambda = -.000, sd = .02) and the SPCA method (lambda = .017, sd = .02) were well 

within the .1 cutoff, and were thus determined to not introduce undue bias.  For the 

bias in point estimates of the psi parameters, both the inclusive method (psi = -.001, sd 

= .03) and the SPCA method (psi = -.037, sd = .03) sit underneath the .1 cutoff.  The 

bias in point estimates of the theta parameters for the inclusive model (theta = .110, sd 

= .03) was outside of the .1 threshold, indicating some amount of bias.  The SPCA 

method (theta = -.013, sd = .02) was within the .1 cutoff, indicating no significant bias. 

Relative bias in parameter point estimates can be seen in Figure 5.  The bias in 

standard errors of the lambda parameters in the inclusive imputation method (lambda 

= .051, sd = .01) and the SPCA method (lambda = -.005, sd = .01), were below the .1 

cutoff, and thus showed no significant bias in the standard errors of the lambda 
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parameter.  For the bias in standard errors of the psi parameters, neither the inclusive 

method (psi = .018, sd = .01), nor the SPCA method (psi = -.002, sd = .00) exceeded 

the .1 threshold.  Thus, neither introduced any problematic amount of bias into the 

standard errors of the psi parameters.  The bias in point estimates of the theta 

parameters for the inclusive model (theta = .110, sd = .02) were outside of the .1 

boundary.  This indicates a significant amount of upward bias, increasing the standard 

errors around the item residual variances. The SPCA method (theta = -.012, sd = .02) 

was within the .1 cutoff, indicating no significant bias.  Relative Efficiency was very 

high for both methods, sitting between 97%-98%. 

Overall, under this condition, the SPCA showed superior results.  The 

Inclusive method had biased estimates for the residuals and the standard error of the 

residuals.  The SPCA method did not introduce any bias into any of the parameters or 

standard errors.  Once again, the SPCA method was far faster than the Inclusive 

approach, running in less than 1% of the time. 
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Figure 4. Boxplot of the relative biases of the lambda, psi, and theta parameter estimates for both Inclusive and SPC imputation 

methods for the MCAR 10% missing condition.  Solid line in the center showing 0 % bias, dotted lines representing the cutoff points 

of 10%. 
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Figure 5. Boxplot of the relative biases of the standard errors of the lambda, psi, and theta parameter for both Inclusive and SPC 

imputation methods for the MCAR 10% missing condition.  Solid line in the center showing 0 % bias, dotted lines representing the 

cutoff points of 10%. 
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 For the MAR case at 10% missing, both methods showed good results.  The 

time, in seconds, to complete was extraordinarily lower for the SPCA method (mean = 

69.35, sd = 1.43) than for the inclusive method (mean = 8189.66, sd = 97.20). Results 

for bias estimates and relative efficiency can be seen in Table 1, and visualized in 

Figures 6 and 7. 

 Relative bias in parameter point estimates can be seen in Figure 6.  All lambda, 

psi, and residual estimates for both methods of imputation fell under the 10% relative 

bias mark.  No undue bias in point estimates was introduced by the inclusive approach 

(lambda = -.004, psi = -.001, theta = .07).  Nor was any bias introduced by virtue of 

the SPCA method (lambda = .015, psi = -.039, theta = -.015).  This indicates that there 

is no significant bias in either method of imputation for the point estimates it produces 

in a CFA model.   

Relative bias in parameter point estimates can be seen in Figure 7.  Similar to 

the point estimates, the relative bias in standard errors of all parameters for both 

methods were within the 10% relative bias mark.  This indicates that both the inclusive 

method (lambda = .032, psi = .013, theta = .071) and the SPCA method (lambda = -

.007, psi = -.001, theta = -.015) of imputation introduces no undue bias in the model 

standard errors around parameters. Relative Efficiency was very high for both 

methods, for all measures, sitting between 97%-98%.  Both imputation methods were 

thusly extremely efficient in recovering the true parameter values and not introducing 

undue bias.  The only difference visible was that the Scale-wise PCA treatment was far 

faster than the inclusive imputation approach. 
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Figure 6. Boxplot of the relative biases of the lambda, psi, and theta parameter estimates for both Inclusive and SPC 

imputation methods for the MAR 10% missing condition.  Solid line in the center showing 0 % bias, dotted lines representing 

the cutoff points of 10%. 
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Figure 7. Boxplot of the relative biases of the standard errors of the lambda, psi, and theta parameter for both Inclusive and 

SPC imputation methods for the MAR 10% missing condition.  Solid line in the center showing 0 % bias, dotted lines 

representing the cutoff points of 10%. 
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 In the MCAR, 30% missing condition, differences began to emerge.  The time, 

in seconds, to complete continued to be far lower for the SPCA method (mean = 

80.91, sd = .90) than for the inclusive method (mean = 11986.61, sd = 1171.48). 

Results for bias estimates and relative efficiency can be seen in Table 1. 

Relative bias in parameter point estimates can be seen in Figure 8.  The bias in 

point estimates of the lambda parameters in both the inclusive imputation method 

(lambda = -.064, sd = .04) and the SPCA method (lambda = .039, sd = .04) were well 

within the .1 cutoff, and were thus determined to not introduce undue bias.  For the 

bias in point estimates of the psi parameters, the inclusive method performed well (psi 

= .011, sd = .06).  The SPCA method (psi = -.102, sd = .05) sits right on the .1 cutoff.  

This indicates a small amount of downward bias was introduced into the latent 

correlations, making them lower than intended.  The bias in point estimates of the 

theta parameters for the inclusive model (theta = .275, sd = .05) was far outside of the 

.1 threshold, indicating a large amount of bias.  The 95% confidence interval, as well, 

sat completely outside of .1, showing a very large upward bias, increasing the point 

estimates of the item residual variances.  The SPCA method (theta = -.039, sd = .04) 

was within the .1 cutoff, indicating no significant bias. 

Relative bias in parameter point estimates can be seen in Figure 9.  The bias in 

standard errors of the lambda parameters in the inclusive imputation method (lambda 

= .127, sd = .02) indicates a small upward bias in the standard errors of the lambda 

parameters.  This indicates that the standard errors of the lambda parameters were 

larger than they should be due to the inclusive imputation.  The SPCA method, on the 

other hand (lambda = -.015, sd = .01), was below the .1 cutoff, and thus showed no 
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significant bias in the standard errors of the lambda parameter.  For the bias in 

standard errors of the psi parameters, neither the inclusive method (psi = .072, sd = 

.01), nor the SPCA method (psi = -.004, sd = .01) exceeded the .1 threshold.  Thus, 

neither introduced any problematic amount of bias into the standard errors of the psi 

parameters.    The bias in point estimates of the theta parameters for the inclusive 

model (theta = .273, sd = .05) were very far outside of the .1 boundary.  The 95% 

confidence interval, as well, sat completely outside of .1.  This indicates a very large 

amount of upward bias, increasing the standard errors around the item residual 

variances. The SPCA method (theta = -.039, sd = .03) was within the .1 cutoff, 

indicating no significant bias.  Relative Efficiency was very high for both methods, 

sitting between 96%-97%. 

Overall, under this condition, both methods showed some issues.  The 

Inclusive approach had inflated item residual estimates, and had inflated standard 

errors for 2/3 of the sets of parameters.  The SPCA method, while maintaining correct 

standard errors, tended to underestimate the between factor correlation.  Once again, 

the SPCA method was far faster than the Inclusive approach, running in less than 1% 

of the time. 
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Figure 8. Boxplot of the relative biases of the lambda, psi, and theta parameter estimates for both Inclusive and SPC 

imputation methods for the MCAR 30% missing condition.  Solid line in the center showing 0 % bias, dotted lines representing 

the cutoff points of 10%. 
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Figure 9. Boxplot of the relative biases of the standard errors of the lambda, psi, and theta parameter for both Inclusive and 

SPC imputation methods for the MCAR 30% missing condition.  Solid line in the center showing 0 % bias, dotted lines 

representing the cutoff points of 10%. 
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In the MAR, 30% missing condition, more differences continued to emerge.  

The time, in seconds, to complete continued to be far lower for the SPCA method 

(mean = 78.79, sd = 2.39) than for the inclusive method (mean = 10684.61, sd = 

384.8). Results for bias estimates and relative efficiency can be seen in Table 1. 

Relative bias in parameter point estimates can be seen in Figure 10.  The bias 

in point estimates of the lambda parameters in the inclusive imputation method 

(lambda = -.101, sd = .05) which sits right on the .1 cutoff.  This indicates a small 

amount of downward bias introduced to the lambda parameters by this method.  The 

SPCA method (lambda = .041, sd = .05) was, on the other hand, within the .1 cutoff, 

and thus did not introduce undue bias.  For the bias in point estimates of the psi 

parameters, the inclusive method performed well (psi = -.032, sd = .07), introducing 

no undue bias.  The SPCA method (psi = -.178, sd = .06), however, was above the .1 

cutoff.  This indicates a moderate amount of downward bias was introduced into the 

latent correlations, making them lower than intended.  The 95% confidence interval 

still contained .1.  The bias in point estimates of the theta parameters for the inclusive 

model (theta = .282, sd = .05) was far outside of the .1 threshold, indicating a large 

amount of bias.  The 95% confidence interval, as well, sat completely outside of .1, 

showing a very large upward bias, increasing the point estimates of the item residual 

variances.  The SPCA method (theta = -.034, sd = .04) was within the .1 cutoff, 

indicating no significant bias. 

Relative bias in parameter point estimates can be seen in Figure 11.  The bias 

in standard errors of the lambda parameters in the inclusive imputation method 

(lambda = .134, sd = .02) indicates a small upward bias in the standard errors of the 
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lambda parameters.  This indicates that the standard errors of the lambda parameters 

were larger than they should be due to the inclusive imputation.  The SPCA method, 

on the other hand (lambda = -.012, sd = .02), was below the .1 cutoff, and thus showed 

no significant bias in the standard errors of the lambda parameter.  For the bias in 

standard errors of the psi parameters, the inclusive method (psi = .099, sd = .02), 

sitting just barely below the .1 cutoff, makes it not a significant amount of bias, but 

should be monitored as it is very close.  The SPCA method (psi = .008, sd = .01) was 

within the .1 threshold and thus introduced no problematic amount of bias into the 

standard errors of the psi parameters.  The bias in point estimates of the theta 

parameters for the inclusive model (theta = .280, sd = .05) were very far outside of the 

.1 boundary.  The 95% confidence interval, as well, sat completely outside of .1.  This 

indicates a very large amount of upward bias, increasing the standard errors around the 

item residual variances. The SPCA method (theta = -.032, sd = .04) was within the .1 

cutoff, indicating no significant bias.  Relative Efficiency was very high for both 

methods, sitting between 96%-97%. 

Overall, under this condition, both methods showed issues similar to the 

MCAR 30% missing condition, but the inclusive further declined.  The Inclusive 

approach had inflated item residual estimates, and had inflated standard errors for 2/3 

of the sets of parameters, as before, but also now had deflated loadings.  The SPCA 

method, once again, underestimated the between factor correlations.  As before, the 

SPCA method was far faster than the Inclusive approach, running in less than 1% of 

the time. 
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Figure 10. Boxplot of the relative biases of the lambda, psi, and theta parameter estimates for both Inclusive and SPC 

imputation methods for the MAR 30% missing condition.  Solid line in the center showing 0 % bias, dotted lines representing 

the cutoff points of 10%. 
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Figure 11. Boxplot of the relative biases of the standard errors of the lambda, psi, and theta parameter for both Inclusive and 

SPC imputation methods for the MAR 30% missing condition.  Solid line in the center showing 0 % bias, dotted lines 

representing the cutoff points of 10%. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

 The world of modern research is one associated with its ever-growing scale.  

The capabilities of modern tools, computing, and software have ushered in an era 

where the bounds of what can be research is pushed further and further.  The sheer 

number of variables and participants able to be recorded and recruited through 

computers and the internet is unprecedented.  What was possible only a few short 

decades ago has expanded astronomically.  With so many possibilities, the researcher 

needs to be principled in their decision making and savvy of the limitations and 

capabilities of their decisions. 

Missing data issues have been pervasive throughout the history of research.  

Even with the scale and possibility of modern research, missing data remains a very 

real issue, and possibly even more pervasive an issue than ever before.  To ignore 

missing data issues or pretending they don’t exist is both irresponsible and 

shortsighted.  The problems it can cause range from minor, negligible changes to 

massive parameter shifts and losses in power.  The perceived easiest, and thus most 

commonly used, methods to deal with missing data, such as deletion based methods, 

help solve none of the problems associated with the missing data.  In order to tackle 

the problems of missing data head on, more modern methods are required and 

recommended.  The modern methods, MI and FIML, are both proven and powerful 

options which do help alleviate the issues associated with missing data. 

 Again, though, the modern research must be principled in their decision 

making and understand the limitation and capabilities of those decisions.  Each of 
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these modern methods comes with benefits and drawbacks.  FIML is effective for 

individual models but is limited by the available set of auxiliary variables.  MI has 

more flexibility across models and number of auxiliary variables possible, but comes 

at the costs such as time.  In this world of large scale research, these flexible MI 

models become unwieldly, clumsy, and can take an extraordinary amount of time, or 

even not converge at all.  So what does the modern researcher do when faced with this 

problem?  While there is a bevy of resources to explain the benefits and drawbacks of 

different methods, there is no resource that can make the decision of what is best for 

the researcher, themself. 

 Understanding the data they are collecting is the first line of defense for a 

researcher, as opposed to haphazardly collecting variables.  This understanding entails 

selecting variables and questions which are intended to target the same 

behavior/attitude/cognition.  Using a number of questions on a single topic can help to 

ensure effective measuring of the target construct.  This scale of variables each have 

their own unique aspects, but from this point forward are part of a group together. 

 The next line of defense is for the researcher to use all tools available to them 

to ensure the highest quality for their mass of data collected.  A number of tools have 

been suggested to help solve the problem of missing data on large scale datasets, to 

varying levels of success.  Some outright introduce bias, others lack proper guidance 

and research for the researcher to make well informed decisions.  This study serves to 

introduce a new tool to help ensure the highest quality of information recovery from a 

dataset, with an elegant straightforward set of guidelines.   
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The Scale-wise PCA imputation method seeks to solve the problem of 

massively large datasets with missing data which require multiple imputation, or a 

large set of auxiliary variables for FIML.  The method capitalizes on the PCAux 

method proposed by Howard et. al. (2015), but incorporating the knowledge of the 

researcher themselves.  The SPCA approach utilizes the data reduction capabilities of 

Principal Component Analysis, combined with the inherent data structures revolving 

around predetermined scales of items which are designed to inhabit the same construct 

space. 

A proof of concept study was conducted on the SPCA method to establish its 

capabilities and limitations.  A simple set of condition were used to examine a small 

variety of cases.  Data were generated based around a large set of reasonable 

multivariate parameters.  Missingness was imposed either completely at random or 

randomly based on factor scores in the data, and at a variety of percentages.  After 

both inclusive and SPCA imputation, models were fit based on the population model.  

Results were compared both to the population model and between the two imputation 

methods, one being the “best case” version of imputation and the other displaying the 

capabilities of a new method of imputation.   

Overall results were quite promising for the capabilities of the SPCA method.  

In every single test, the time commitment of the SPCA method was far lower than the 

inclusive case.  This is to be expected, because the size of each variable’s imputation 

model is far smaller, despite going through a two-step imputation process.  Still, the 

time gain is to such an extent that the benefit was greater than anticipated.   
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Measures of the relative efficiency of the SPCA method put it just as efficient 

as the Inclusive strategy for all parameters and all conditions.  In other words, the 

recovery of both methods was almost as effective as infinitely many imputations in 

just 20 imputations.  This is a point of equality for the two methods.  Given that being 

able to execute a fully inclusive imputation is a best case scenario, being able to 

perform equally to it in a fraction of the time is a huge boon to the prospects of the 

SPCA method. 

When examining the biases introduced in the model parameter point estimates, 

the two methods differentiated quite a bit.  In the small missing data cases, both 

methods performed very well, introducing negligible amounts of bias on all point 

estimates, with the inclusive method introducing some bias to the residuals.  In the 

moderate sized missing data cases, however, the two methods broke down slightly.  

The Inclusive method started to show biases in its lambda and residual estimates.  The 

SPCA method, on the other hand showed no bias in its lambda and residual estimates, 

but showed bias in the latent correlation estimates.  What this shows is that the 

Inclusive method was superior at maintaining the between scale relationships, but 

underestimated the relationships of variables within scales.  The SPCA method, on the 

other hand underestimated the relationships between scales, but properly represented 

the scales in the latent space as intended.  There is an interesting trade-off of parameter 

recovery happening between the methods. 

In the biases of standard errors of parameters, SPCA performed very well.  In 

small cases of missing data, only the inclusive method introduced bias in the standard 

errors of the residuals.  The SPCA method introduced no bias.  In the moderate sized 
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cases of missing data, the SPCA method still introduced no bias in any model standard 

errors.  The Inclusive strategy, on the other hand, introduced bias in both loading and 

residual standard errors, overestimating them in both cases.  Similar to the point 

estimates, the inclusive strategy had difficulty in recovering the proper within-scale 

parameters of the model.  In the case of standard errors, the SPCA method was 

superior to the Inclusive method. 

In general, drawing from a large dataset, the inclusive method of imputation 

had trouble recovering information within scales.  One possible explanation for this is 

that the inclusive model values all inter-variable relationships equally, and 

“unintelligently.”  It works to preserve each of these relationships equally.  This focus 

on all variables, with no knowledge of the most important relationships to maintain 

creates an excess in errors in the variables not associated with any particular scale.  

These majority of these relationships would likely appear as correlated residuals in a 

larger latent variable model.  They also appear in the standard errors, which can be 

seen in the inflated standard errors observed in the results.  The one benefit of this, 

however, is that the between construct correlations are maintained, as every piece of 

inter-variable information is preserved as much as possible. 

The SPCA method was superior at maintaining the relationships within scales.  

This is likely due to the focus on the structure of the constructs, themselves, within the 

steps of the imputation.  The drawback of this, though, is that the between scale 

relationships, or more specifically the inter-variable relationships, are not represented 

as well as possible.  This resulted in underestimated latent variable correlations.  The 
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precision of the method, all in all, though, was very good, as it had no influence on 

model standard errors. 

Overall this indicates a lot of promise for the SPCA method.  It displayed high 

relative efficiency, very good parameter recovery, and worked orders of magnitude 

faster than the inclusive strategy.   The trade-off, for now, is underestimated latent 

variable correlations.  Given the current time save, there is a lot of room to expand the 

method to fully recover this parameter as well.  There are few potential options to 

work off of.  One is to make the preliminary imputation a fully inclusive.  This comes 

at the loss of a large amount of time, but since this isn’t a full imputation, it will still 

run far faster than the fully inclusive imputation.  Theoretically, any extra between 

scale variance that should be there will then be included in the principal components 

which are extracted.  Another possible solution is to use a residualized dataset to add 

on more components.  In this PCA step, each item would be regressed on its scale 

principal component, saving the residual.  This would create an entire dataset of 

residual variances.  If a PCA were run on this, theoretically the majority of the 

between scale variance not already captured could be extracted into a second set of 

components.  This would maintain a smaller set of predictors, keeping the time 

relatively low compared to the inclusive strategy.  This, however, runs into a similar 

issue as the PCAux approach of not knowing how many, or which, components 

contain that information.  Both of these methods could be effective, and should be 

examined in the future. 
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4.1 Limitations and Future Directions 

It is also important to note that this is the simplest case of the SPCA method.  

Inherently, this method is meant to be based around the models that are planned to be 

ran in the future.  So, any bifactor structures, cross loadings, or correlated residuals 

planned (such as in longitudinal data) are fully capable, and expected to be 

incorporated into the model.  This is in addition to any nonlinear, interaction, or 

polynomial terms planned, which should be incorporated as usual.  Future research 

should also consider these cases and test their efficacy with this method as well. 

As a proof of concept, conditions were kept relatively simple and 

straightforward to examine the capabilities of the method in general.  These are far 

from an exhaustive set of conditions.  Some other important things to test include: 

variables per scale, latent correlations, loadings, and high percent missing.  Testing 

different sizes of scales is important because it is possible that small scales (~3 items) 

and large scales (~15+ items) converge very differently or preserve different amounts 

of information.  Highly and lowly correlated latent variables may be easier, or possibly 

harder, to recover their psi parameters, especially since the present study had trouble 

with this.  In general, this test had loadings be relatively good and homogenous.  

Heterogeneous loadings (some high, some low) might also influence the recovery of 

the item and latent variable space.  And then, of course, the current test stayed in the 

realm of small to moderate amounts of missingness.  Large amounts of missingness 

can be difficult to recover for any method, so the tendencies of the SPCA method also 

needs to be tested in the future.  These serve as recommendations for future research in 

this method. 
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4.2 Conclusions 

 The Scale-wise PCA method of imputation was introduced and tested for its 

ability to recover parameter estimates and standard error without introducing undue 

bias in a timely and efficient fashion, and compared against a fully inclusive 

imputation model.  The SPCA method performed very well in cases of small amounts 

of missing data.  In moderate sized missing data problems, the SPCA method 

underestimated the between latent variable correlations (psi).  In contrast, however, it 

recovered the item loadings, residuals, and standard errors very effectively, which the 

inclusive strategy introduced bias into.  In all cases, the SPCA method was just as 

efficient and extraordinarily fast compared to the inclusive strategy.  While some 

potential improvement can be made within the algorithm itself, the SPCA method 

shows a lot of promise in helping to alleviate the issues that come with missing data in 

very large datasets. 
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APPENDIX A – TABLE 1 

Table 1.  Table of all relative bias estimates and standard deviations for all Lambda, Psi, and Theta parameter estimates and standard 

errors, all Relative efficiencies and average time (in seconds). 

 

 

 MCAR10%  MAR10%  MCAR30%  MAR30%  

 Inclusive SPCA Inclusive SPCA Inclusive SPCA Inclusive SPCA 

Lambda (SD) -.000 (.02) .017 (.02) -.004 (.02) .015 (.02) -.064 (.04) .039 (.04) -.101 (.05) .041 (.05) 

Psi (SD) -.001 (.03) -.037 (.03) -.001 (.03) -.039 (.03) .011 (.06) -.102 (.05) -.031 (.07) -.178 (.06) 

Theta (SD) .110 (.03) -.013 (.02) .071 (.02) -.015 (.02) .275 (.05) -.039 (.04) .282 (.05) -.034 (.04) 

         

LambdaSE (SD) .051 (.01) -.005 (.01) .032 (.01) -.007 (.01) .127 (.02) -.015 (.01) .134 (.02) -.012 (.02) 

PsiSE (SD) .018 (.01) -.002 (.00) .013 (.01) -.001 (.00) .072 (.01) -.004 (.01) .099 (.02) .008 (.01) 

ThetaSE (SD) .110 (.02) -.012 (.02) .071 (.02) -.015 (.02) .273 (.05) -.039 (.03) .280 (.05) -.032 (.04) 

         

RE Lambda 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.96 

RE Psi 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 

RE Theta 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97 

         

Time 8057.24 70 8189.66 69.348 11986.61 80.91 10684.61 78.789 
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APPENDIX B – R CODE 

install.packages("simsem") 

install.packages("mice") 

library(simsem) 

library(mice) 

library(parallel) 

 

GenerateData <- function(nLV, N){ 

  loading <- matrix(0, nLV*10, nLV) 

  scales <- seq(1, nLV*10, 10) 

  for(i in 1:length(scales)){ 

    loading[scales[i]:(scales[i]+9), i] <- NA 

     

  } 

  LY <- bind(loading, .6) 

   

  LC <- matrix(NA, nLV, nLV) 

  diag(LC) <- 1 

  RPS <- binds(LC, .3) 

   

  RTE <- binds(diag(nLV*10)) 

   

  VY <- bind(rep(NA, nLV*10), 1) 

   

  mod <- model(LY=LY, RPS = RPS, RTE = RTE, VY = VY, modelType = "CFA") 

  dat <- generate(mod, N, sequential = TRUE, saveLatentVar = TRUE) 

  factors <- attr(dat, "latentVar")[, 1:nLV] 

   

  dat <- cbind(dat, factors) 

  return(dat) 

} 

 

drawMissing <- function(data, nVar, pm){ 

  scales <- seq(1, nVar, 10) 

  for(i in 1:length(scales)){ 

    tempdat <- data[, scales[i]:(scales[i]+9)] 

    fac <- data[, (i + nVar)] 

    tempdat <- cbind(tempdat, fac) 

    tempdat <- imposeMissing(tempdat, cov = 11, pmMAR = pm) 

    data[, scales[i]:(scales[i]+9)] <- tempdat[, 1:10] 

  } 

  facs <- length(scales) 

  data <- data[, (-(nVar + 1):-(nVar + facs))] 
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  return(data) 

} 

drawMissing2 <- function(data, nVar, pm){ 

  scales <- seq(1, nVar, 10) 

  for(i in 1:length(scales)){ 

    tempdat <- data[, scales[i]:(scales[i]+9)] 

    fac <- data[, (i + nVar)] 

    tempdat <- cbind(tempdat, fac) 

    tempdat <- imposeMissing(tempdat, pmMCAR = pm) 

    data[, scales[i]:(scales[i]+9)] <- tempdat[, 1:10] 

  } 

  facs <- length(scales) 

  data <- data[, (-(nVar + 1):-(nVar + facs))] 

  return(data) 

} 

 

InclusiveImpute <- function(data){ 

  imp <- parlmice(data = data, m=20, maxit=5, cluster.seed = 14, n.core = 10, 

n.imp.core = 2, method = rep("norm", ncol(data))) 

  datIncImp <- complete(imp, action = "long") 

  datIncImp <- datIncImp[, -1:-2] 

  return(datIncImp) 

} 

 

PCAPreImp <- function(data){ 

  predMat1<- matrix(0, ncol(data), ncol(data)) 

  scales <- seq(1, ncol(data), 10) 

  for(i in 1:length(scales)){ 

    predMat1[scales[i]:(scales[i]+9), scales[i]:(scales[i]+9)] <- 1 

  } 

  imp <- mice(data = data, m=1, printFlag = F, predictorMatrix = predMat1, maxit = 

10, method = rep("norm", ncol(data))) 

  impdat <- complete(imp, action = "long") 

  gmdat <- impdat[, -1:-2] 

  return(gmdat) 

} 

 

ScalePCA <- function(misdata, impdata){ 

  scales <- seq(1, ncol(misdata), 10) 

  for(i in 1:length(scales)){ 

    tempdat <- impdata[, scales[i]:(scales[i]+9)] 

    spc <- prcomp(tempdat, scale = T, retx = T) 

    saux <- spc$x[, 1] 

    misdata[, (i + 300)] <- saux 

  } 

  dpc <- prcomp(impdata, scale = T, retx = T) 
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  daux <- dpc$x[, 1:10] 

  misdata[, 331:340] <- daux 

  return(misdata) 

} 

 

 

ScalePCImpute <- function(data) { 

  predMat <- matrix(0, ncol(data), ncol(data)) 

  predMat[1:300, 301:330] <- 1 

  imp <- mice(data = data, m=20, predictorMatrix = predMat, maxit = 1, printFlag = F, 

method = rep("norm", ncol(data))) 

  SPCdat <- complete(imp, action = "long") 

  SPCdat <- SPCdat[, -1:-2] 

  SPCdat <- SPCdat[, (-301:-330)] 

  return(SPCdat) 

} 

 

FitModel <- function(data) { 

  loading <- matrix(0, 50, 5) 

  scales <- seq(1, 50, 10) 

  for(i in 1:5){ 

    loading[scales[i]:(scales[i]+9), i] <- NA 

     

  } 

   

  cfamod <- estmodel(LY = loading, modelType = "CFA", indLab = names(data)) 

  mod1 <- analyze(cfamod, data = data) 

  out1 <- summary(mod1) 

  resid <- diag(lavInspect(mod1, what = "coef")$theta) 

  residse <- diag(lavInspect(mod1, what = "se")$theta) 

  resids <- cbind(resid, residse) 

  lambdas <- out1$PE[c(1:10, 61:70, 121:130, 181:190, 241:250), ] 

  psis <- out1$PE[251:265, ] 

  modcoefs <- list(lambdas, psis, resids) 

  return(modcoefs) 

} 

 

MiFit <- function(data){ 

  imps <- seq(1, nrow(data), 1000) 

  lambdaest <- NULL 

  lambdase <- NULL 

  psiest <- NULL 

  psise <- NULL 

  residsest <- NULL 

  residsse <- NULL 

  for(i in imps){ 
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    tempdat <- data[i:(i+999), ] 

    fits <- FitModel(tempdat) 

    lambdaest <- cbind(lambdaest, fits[[1]][, 5]) 

    lambdase <- cbind(lambdase, fits[[1]][, 6]) 

    psiest <- cbind(psiest, fits[[2]][, 5]) 

    psise <- cbind(psise, fits[[2]][, 6]) 

    residsest <- cbind(residsest, fits[[3]][, 1]) 

    residsse <- cbind(residsse, fits[[3]][, 2]) 

  } 

  mLamest <- rowMeans(lambdaest) 

  mLamse <- rowMeans(lambdase^2) 

  BVLam <- sqrt(rowSums((lambdaest - mLamest)^2)/(999)) 

   

  mPsiest <- rowMeans(psiest) 

  mPsise <- rowMeans(psise^2) 

  BVPsi <- sqrt(rowSums((psiest - mPsiest)^2)/(999)) 

   

  mResest <- rowMeans(residsest) 

  mResse <- rowMeans(residsse^2) 

  BVRes <- sqrt(rowSums((residsest - mResest)^2)/(999)) 

   

  lambs <- cbind(mLamest, mLamse, BVLam) 

  psis <- cbind(mPsiest, mPsise, BVPsi) 

  resids <- cbind(mResest, mResse, BVRes) 

   

  params <- list(lambs, psis, resids) 

  return(params) 

} 

 

ParamBias <- function(Tmod, Imod){ 

  bias <- Imod - Tmod 

  bias <- bias/Tmod 

  return(bias) 

} 

 

 

###### MAR ###### 

TrueResult <- list(NULL, NULL, NULL) 

IncResult <- list(NULL, NULL, NULL) 

SPCResult <- list(NULL, NULL, NULL) 

IncTime <- NULL 

SPCTime <- NULL 

nrep <- 100 

pmis <- .3 

 

testtime <- proc.time() 
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for(k in 1:nrep){ 

  dat <- GenerateData(30, 1000) 

  misdat <- drawMissing(dat, nVar = 300, pm = pmis) 

   

  time1 <- proc.time() 

  incImp <- InclusiveImpute(misdat) 

  inctime <- proc.time() - time1 

  IncTime <- rbind(IncTime, inctime) 

   

  time2 <- proc.time() 

  preimp <- PCAPreImp(misdat) 

  PCdat <- ScalePCA(misdata = misdat, impdata = preimp) 

  PCimp <- ScalePCImpute(PCdat) 

  PCTime <- proc.time() - time2 

  SPCTime <- rbind(SPCTime, PCTime) 

   

  mods <- seq(1, 300, 50) 

  for(j in mods){ 

    res1 <- FitModel(dat[, j:(j+49)]) 

    TrueResult[[1]] <- rbind(TrueResult[[1]], res1[[1]]) 

    TrueResult[[2]] <- rbind(TrueResult[[2]], res1[[2]]) 

    TrueResult[[3]] <- rbind(TrueResult[[3]], res1[[3]]) 

     

    res2 <- MiFit(incImp[, j:(j+49)]) 

    IncResult[[1]] <- rbind(IncResult[[1]], res2[[1]]) 

    IncResult[[2]] <- rbind(IncResult[[2]], res2[[2]]) 

    IncResult[[3]] <- rbind(IncResult[[3]], res2[[3]]) 

     

    res3 <- MiFit(PCimp[, j:(j+49)]) 

    SPCResult[[1]] <- rbind(SPCResult[[1]], res3[[1]]) 

    SPCResult[[2]] <- rbind(SPCResult[[2]], res3[[2]]) 

    SPCResult[[3]] <- rbind(SPCResult[[3]], res3[[3]]) 

  } 

} 

proc.time() - testtime 

 

IncResult[[4]] <- IncTime*10 

SPCResult[[4]] <- SPCTime 

mean(IncResult[[4]][, 3]) 

sd(IncResult[[4]][, 3]) 

 

IncLamBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[1]][, 5], IncResult[[1]][, 1]) 

SPCLamBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[1]][, 5], SPCResult[[1]][, 1]) 

 

exclude <- IncResult[[2]][, 1] == 1 
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IncCorBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[2]][!exclude, 5], IncResult[[2]][!exclude, 1]) 

SPCCorBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[2]][!exclude, 5], SPCResult[[2]][!exclude, 1]) 

 

IncResBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[3]][, 1], IncResult[[3]][, 1]) 

SPCResBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[3]][, 1], SPCResult[[3]][, 1]) 

 

mean(IncLamBias) 

sd(IncLamBias) 

mean(SPCLamBias) 

sd(SPCLamBias) 

mean(IncCorBias) 

sd(IncCorBias) 

mean(SPCCorBias) 

sd(SPCCorBias) 

mean(IncResBias) 

sd(IncResBias) 

mean(SPCResBias) 

sd(SPCResBias) 

 

IncLamSeBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[1]][, 6], sqrt(IncResult[[1]][, 2])) 

SPCLamSeBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[1]][, 6], sqrt(SPCResult[[1]][, 2])) 

 

exclude <- IncResult[[2]][, 1] == 1 

IncCorSeBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[2]][!exclude, 6], 

sqrt(IncResult[[2]][!exclude, 2])) 

SPCCorSeBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[2]][!exclude, 6], 

sqrt(SPCResult[[2]][!exclude, 2])) 

 

IncResSeBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[3]][, 2], sqrt(IncResult[[3]][, 2])) 

SPCResSeBias <- ParamBias(TrueResult[[3]][, 2], sqrt(SPCResult[[3]][, 2])) 

 

mean(IncLamSeBias) 

mean(SPCLamSeBias) 

mean(IncCorSeBias) 

mean(SPCCorSeBias) 

mean(IncResSeBias) 

mean(SPCResSeBias) 

 

sd(IncLamSeBias) 

sd(SPCLamSeBias) 

sd(IncCorSeBias) 

sd(SPCCorSeBias) 

sd(IncResSeBias) 

sd(SPCResSeBias) 
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boxplot(IncLamBias, SPCLamBias, IncCorBias, SPCCorBias, IncResBias, 

SPCResBias, 

        names = c("Inclusive Imputation Lambda", "SPC Imputation Lambda",  

                  "Inclusive Imputation Psi", "SPC Imputation Psi", 

                  "Inclusive Imputation Theta", "SPC Imputation Theta")) 

abline(h = 0) 

abline(h = c(.1, -.1), lty = 2) 

 

 

boxplot(IncLamSeBias, SPCLamSeBias, IncCorSeBias, SPCCorSeBias, 

IncResSeBias, SPCResSeBias, 

        names = c("Inclusive Imputation LambdaSE", "SPC Imputation LambdaSE",  

                  "Inclusive Imputation PsiSE", "SPC Imputation PsiSE", 

                  "Inclusive Imputation ThetaSE", "SPC Imputation ThetaSE")) 

abline(h = 0) 

abline(h = c(.1, -.1), lty = 2) 

 

 

VtLEI <- IncResult[[1]][, 2] + ((IncResult[[1]][, 3]/20) + IncResult[[1]][, 3]) 

VtLES <- SPCResult[[1]][, 2] + ((SPCResult[[1]][, 3]/20) + SPCResult[[1]][, 3]) 

VtCEI <- IncResult[[2]][!exclude, 2] + ((IncResult[[2]][!exclude, 3]/20) + 

IncResult[[2]][!exclude, 3]) 

VtCES <- SPCResult[[2]][!exclude, 2] + ((SPCResult[[2]][!exclude, 3]/20) + 

SPCResult[[2]][!exclude, 3]) 

VtREI <- IncResult[[3]][, 2] + ((IncResult[[3]][, 3]/20) + IncResult[[3]][, 3]) 

VtRES <- SPCResult[[3]][, 2] + ((SPCResult[[3]][, 3]/20) + SPCResult[[3]][, 3]) 

 

fmiLEI <- ((IncResult[[1]][, 3]/20) + IncResult[[1]][, 3])/VtLEI 

fmiLES <- ((SPCResult[[1]][, 3]/20) + SPCResult[[1]][, 3])/VtLES 

fmiCEI <- ((IncResult[[2]][!exclude, 3]/20) + IncResult[[2]][!exclude, 3])/VtCEI 

fmiCES <- ((SPCResult[[2]][!exclude, 3]/20) + SPCResult[[2]][!exclude, 3])/VtCES 

fmiREI <- ((IncResult[[3]][, 3]/20) + IncResult[[3]][, 3])/VtREI 

fmiRES <- ((SPCResult[[3]][, 3]/20) + SPCResult[[3]][, 3])/VtRES 

 

IncRelEffL <- 1/(1+fmiLEI/20) 

SPCRelEffL <- 1/(1+fmiLES/20) 

IncRelEffC <- 1/(1+fmiCEI/20) 

SPCRelEffC <- 1/(1+fmiCES/20) 

IncRelEffR <- 1/(1+fmiREI/20) 

SPCRelEffR <- 1/(1+fmiRES/20) 

 

mean(IncRelEffL) 

mean(IncRelEffC) 

mean(IncRelEffR) 

mean(SPCRelEffL) 

mean(SPCRelEffC) 
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mean(SPCRelEffR) 




